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THIS commentary owes its beginning to
Last, Esq., who incited me to ask some
sets out to answer, and it owes its comple
D. H. Cameron of Lochiel who gave me
then at Errachd, a home among the

mountain backs, misty
ridged multitudinous to the n

where it was possible to read and write a
The study ofLivy has always travelled a
and Ratherius, Petrarch and Macchiave
are but a few of the illustrious who have
and been moved by it. And ifhe has been
the editions of Gronovius and Madvig m
monuments of classical scholarship. It is t
a new Commentary, even on the first five b
been done: so much still remains to do. T
versial matters of history, law, and religio
inscrutable about his narrative techniqu
understanding particularly of early Rom
with the research that has been carried
years into numerous details of style and lan
that the time was opportune to try to co
ferent investigations together. The aim of
be to make it easier for a reader to appreci
after all, was writing nearly two thousand
events which were four hundred years and
day, so that many things which were obv
are obscure to us and many things were
this gulf which a Commentary should
Inevitably no two readers will ask the sam
quence I have had to be content with dis
interested me as a reader. I have not, there
for the needs of the schoolboy or the und
but rather for the use of anyone who wa
a systematic history of early Rome: stil
Livy himself.
It would be impossible in a work of
every debt to written sources or personal
vii

or giving repeated references throughout
appended a selective bibliography to eac
The abbreviations used throughout conf
used by L'Annee philologique and should be
list of works commonly referred to is given
publications shows no sign of abating an
profit from certain important works such
der rom. Republik or A. Momigliano's pape
53 (1963), which reached me after the au
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